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Abstract

With the recent Internet expansion, persons all

over the world can access more and more

document databases. As Unicode has become

more popular, the environment for multilingual

retrieval has been improved to some extent.

However, there are still numerous problems to be

solved, such as the multilingual input and display.

This paper proposes a system for retrieving ULIS

Japanese metadata. The system provides

convenience for the overseas users for

multilingual access by solving these problems and

by indicating candidates for translated words and

Boolean queries based on the statistics of the

system's behavior.
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1. Introduction

Widespread Internet improvements have resulted

in voluminous data being stored in libraries and

museums and being accessed by overseas users.

The needs for multilingual access are increasing

more and more in the actual world.

Cross-Language Information Retrieval

(CLIR)[1][2] is the most representative research

in the multilingual retrieval field. CLIR began in

the 1960's and was first used for map and road

indexing systems. In the 1970's, there was the

Salton experiment[3]. The most basic concept in

this field is that users can find the useful data

from foreign language database using their

mother tongue.

Overseas users wanting to use a Japanese

database usually face many problems. The first

problem is often how to display and input

Japanese words. With the spread of Unicode, this

problem has been solved to some extent. However,

in actual cases, overseas users often cannot read

Japanese on their display because the Japanese

character font is not installed. Often the overseas

user doesn't know how to input Japanese from the

keyboard. Furthermore, the users generally don't

know Japanese well and feel it is difficult to find

the proper keyword, which is very important for

retrieval work. Most users may not finish their

retrieval unless they are working in their mother

language.

ULIS metadata are metadata records that are

collected and created by the University of Library

and Information Science (ULIS). The major

resources are WWW documents contained in the

WWW sites of libraries and related institutions

worldwide. There are now about 30 thousand

records in the ULIS metadata.

This paper proposes a method of Multilingual

access to ULIS Japanese metadata so people all

over the world can access the data. This system

uses Multilingual HTML (MHTML)

technology[4][5] to solve the problem of

displaying multilingual characters. MHTML is a

technology developed by the authors themselves

several yeas ago. Using the technology,

multilingual documents can be browsed on an

off-the-shelf Web browser, and a multilingual

gateway service to browse foreign documents is

provided.

To solve the problem of Japanese input in

this system, an overseas user chooses a Japanese
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word from a list of candidate words shown on his

display by clicking with a mouse.

In addition, the following two methods are

introduced to support the user who is not so

familiar with Japanese.

(1) Support to find proper Japanese words.

In order to get a good retrieval result, users have

to input the proper keyword. Overseas users may

have difficulty finding the proper Japanese

keyword for their retrieval. Based on statistics of

user's behavior in the system, candidates of

translated Japanese words are shown to new users

in the translation phase.

(2) Support to find a proper Boolean query.

In retrieval activities, users often use "or," "and,"

and "not" operators to get the proper amount of

retrieval results. However, it is a difficult for the

users, especially foreign users, to decide the

proper Boolean query. Since the foreign users

often have problems understanding Japanese, they

also have difficulties deciding the proper search

formula. In the proposed system, users can select

a search formula by referring to candidates of

Boolean queries based on the statistics of the

system's behavior.

In order to make the system useful for more

languages, English is used as the mediator

language. In the Internet world today, we find that

English is, in fact, the common language. In the

multilingual retrieval world, many countries begin

their research from English as the first step. Also,

in the digital dictionary world, there are numerous

free dictionaries from English to any other

language. In contrast, we have not been able to

find any free any-to-any digital dictionaries. In

the proposed system, a keyword in a certain

language is translated into an English keyword.

The English keyword is then translated into a

Japanese keyword. (any foreign language -->

English ---> Japanese).

2. ULIS Metadata

The principal purpose of the ULIS Digital Library

is to be a subject gateway for Internet documents

in the field of library and information science[6].

Its metadata records are basically created for

every document automatically collected by a

crawler program. Human catalogers create

metadata records from the collected documents.

Created metadata records are then approved by a

manager.

The ULIS metadata element is defined based on

the 15 Simple Dublin Core elements [7] with

small extensions. The extensions are character

code and country of publication as primary

elements, and pronunciation information as a

subelement of every element (See Fig. 1)
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Figure 1 Example of the ULIS Metadata
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3. System Outline
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 System Outline

 

In the case of Chinese, a user inputs his Chinese

keyword into the system. The system first shows

the list of translated English words (See Fig. 2).

The user then selects a keyword from the list and

inputs it to the system. The system will return a

list of translated Japanese words to the user. The

user next selects his keyword from the list and

sends a Boolean query including it to the system.

The order of listed items is always re-sorted by

the referred frequencies. Finally, the system

returns the retrieval result to the user.

The following functions are provided for users in

the system.

(1) Selection of the translated word.

On receiving a user request, the system will

search the digital dictionary, and return a list of all

translated words to the user. The system can also

perform a Left-Hand Truncation search as well. A

user can also input two words together; the

system will then return the two corresponding

results together.

The user selects a Japanese word by indicating

the item number attached to it in a list of

translated Japanese words.

When a user inputs his mother language or

English, candidate functions supply users the past

consulting information, and make sure users can

easily get his needed keyword. Here is an

example to smooth the search progress:

(a) When an English word is input, the system

will return all of the translated Japanese words

sorted by the frequencies that the words have

been referred to for retrieval (Figure 3 -a). The

user selects one of them by indicating its

associated item number.

(b) When a Chinese word is input, the system will

return all of the translated English words sorted

by the frequencies that they have been referred to

in the system. The user selects one of them and

brings it into process (a).

At the same time, the system will also display

Japanese words that consequently corresponded to

the Chinese word through the process (a) and (b)

in the past retrieval (Figure 3 -b).
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Figure 3 Lists of Candidate Translated Words
�

(c) When two Chinese words are input, the system

will return two lists of translated English words

and corresponding Japanese words (Figure 3 -c).

(2) Retrieval of the Metadata

To satisfy his or her demand, a user takes

advantage of the "or" search, "and" search, and

"not" search to get the proper amount of data.

After considering the data result, the user may

select another Boolean query for a new retrieval.

The results can be shown in abbreviated style or

detailed style.

In normal retrieval systems, data is often

retrieved in the following steps.

(a) Input the keyword.

(b) Read the retrieval result.

(c) Change the keyword and begin a new

retrieval.

In taking these steps, users may face the

following problems. (a) Users may not find the

proper keyword. (b) It may take a long time to

select the proper result from a large number of

results. (c) It may be difficult for the users to find

a new keyword or select a new Boolean query.

For multilingual access in particular, these

problems become more serious for the users. In

the proposed system, candidate functions are

introduced to help the user to solve these

problems.

Candidate functions play the following roles.

(i) Support inputting keywords and Boolean

queries.

     English----Japanese  (frequency) 

A1  English----��  �25� 

A2  English----��� �16� 
A3  English----��  �	� 

A4  English----���
 �0� 

��� 

When a word “English” is input, all  of the 

translated Japanese words are returned. 

They are sorted by the frequencies that 

they have been referred. 

   Chinese----English          (frequency) 

A1��----sports         (25) 

A2��----physical education        (5) 

A3��---- physical training        (0) 

��� 

Japanese  

B1� ���         (6) 

B2� ��          (1) 

When a Chinese word “�� “ is input, all of the

translated English words are returned. They

are sorted by the frequencies that they have

been referred. At the same time, corresponding

Japanese words may be shown. 

   Chinese----English   (frequency)    Chinese----English  (frequency) 

A1  ��----football  �5�  B1 ��----sports  �25� 
A2  ��---- soccer  �4�  B2 ��----physical education  (5) 

A3  ��---- foot-ball  (	)  B3 ��---- physical training  (0) 

���     � 

Japanese  

C1 ����  (3)  D1� ����  (8) 

     D2� 	
   (1) 

When two Chinese words “��” and “��” are

input, their translated English words are shown

together. The corresponding Japanese words may

also be shown. 
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(ii) Facilitate understanding the quantity of the

retrieval result.

(iii) Provide information on ranking the retrieval

results.

When a user inputs a Boolean query, the system

not only returns its result but also shows related

queries performed in the past and the amounts of

their results. Related queries mean all past queries

including at least one keyword appearing in the

current query.

 

4. System Implementation
 

This system is available on the WWW. The

interface of the system is based upon the

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program and

HTML form. The dictionary function, metadata

retrieval function and candidate function are

written in C language. The OpenText[8] search

engine is utilized for searching dictionaries[9] and

ULIS metadata. The candidate function is realized

on a miniSQL[10] DBMS server. The system uses

an MHTML applet to display multilingual files

(See Fig. 4).

(1) OpenText search engine

OpenText is a full-text search engine for SGML

files in which a user can select "Right-Hand

Truncation," "or search," "and search," or "not

search." The CGI program gives the search

condition to the OpenText search engine and

receives the search result from it.

(2) Candidate functions realized with miniSQL

In the proposed system, the candidate function is

realized with a miniSQL Database Management

System. In the DBMS, there are six tables to store

the historical data. Two translation tables are used

to store the translation information, and four

tables are used to store the metadata retrieval

information. When a user consults the digital

dictionary or finds metadata in the system, data in

these management tables will be updated, added,

deleted, or selected by the program.

(3) Displaying the multilingual fonts by MHTML

The MHTML applet is employed to display pages

including multilingual characters using a browser

without font. The applet is utilized here to show

Chinese and Japanese characters.

 

5. Design of User Interface and
Retrieval Method
 

Since the system is based on WWW, a user can

access the system via Internet from all over the

world. A user can input a Chinese word by Pinyin

or character to get the translated English words.

The user can also input two Chinese words

together to get two translated words. The

translated words are sorted by the frequencies that

they have been selected in the past.
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Figure 4 System Configuration
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In the case of English in Figure 5, a user inputs

two English words to get two candidate lists of

translated Japanese words, sorted by the

frequencies that they have been selected. The lists

including Japanese characters are displayed by

means of MHTML technology. The user may not

have the Japanese environment or may not know

how to input Japanese characters. Therefore, he

inputs not the Japanese words but their item

numbers in front of them and also inputs a

Boolean query such as "or search," "and search,"

or "not search."

After a user selects the Boolean query and sends it

to the system, the retrieval in ULIS metadata will

be started. At first, the system will return the

abbreviated style.

At the same time, the system will show the

candidate Boolean queries accumulated in the

system, as shown in Figure 6. When a user does

the retrieval with a Boolean query of "�� and�

��" the system will display all accumulated

Boolean queries including the words "��" and

"���".

Examples:

(1) Boolean query ”�� not ���" has been

selected 4 times. There are 15 retrieval results.

(2) Boolean query "��	 not ���" has

been selected 4 times. There are 4 retrieval

results.

(3) Boolean query "�� and ���" has been

selected 4 times. There are 194 retrieval results.

(4) Boolean query "�� and ���" has been

selected 3 times. There are 10 retrieval results.

(5) Boolean query "��� and
�" has been

selected 2 times. There are 71 retrieval results.

The user can refer to accumulated queries and the

amount of retrieval results to decide which

Boolean query he will use in the next retrieval. He

can select the next Boolean query from the list by

indicating its associated item number in the

pull-down menu at the bottom of the window.

Finally, he will be able to see the detailed style

by clicking the abbreviated style record.

 

 

 

Figure 5 Example of Dictionary Result 
 

Item number=English word--translated Japanese word (frequency)
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Figure 6 Retrieval Indexing Example
 

 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Works

The system has been tested by 30 thousand

ULIS metadata. In the present system, a user can

access the ULIS metadata by English only.

However, the system will soon allow access by

Chinese as well. The candidate functions are

useful for retrieval activities of overseas users

who are not so familiar with Japanese.

In the present system, the retrieval results are

displayed by the MHTML applet. Users who do

not have a Java-compliant browser cannot use the

system. Therefore, the system has to provide

another option to show the list of Japanese words

in the image with a clickable map function on an

HTML page.

In the future, we will try to integrate the ULIS

metadata with the XML data format. And we will

also add other language access to the system.
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